ABSTRACT. An a-optimal partition {A* }"=1 of a measurable space according to n nonatomic probability measures {/¿¿}"=i 's defined. A two-sided inequality for v* = min ot~ ßi(A') is given. This estimation generalizes and improves a result of Elton et al. [3] .
Introduction.
Let {a? ,33) denote a measurable space and let {/i¿}"=1 be nonatomic probability measures defined on the same cr-algebra 33'. Let 3a stand for the set of all measurable partitions P = {Aj}"=1 of ¿F{\J"=1 -^« = ^ A,-n Aj = 0, for all i t¿ j). DEFINITION . A partition P* = {A*}?=1 G 3° is said to be an a-optimal if min{a-1pî(A*)} = sup {vnin{a-xpt{Ai)} : P = {At}?=1 g3>\, where / = {1,2, ...,n} and a = {ai,a2,... ,an) G Rn is a vector satisfying Y17=i a' = 1 an(^ a¿ > 0 f°r ail l £ I-
The main purpose of this paper is to give as good as possible estimation of the number v* = min¿e/{Q¿~1pj(A*)} by suitable inequalities.
Using other simpler methods we generalize and improve the result of Elton et al. [3] . In §2 we state and prove the main theorem.
2. The main result. The problem of the a-optimal partitioning of a measurable space {S?',3S) can be interpreted as the well-known problem of fair division (cf. [1, 6] ) of an object S? with unequal weights. Here, each pt, i G I, represents the individual evaluation of sets from ¿%¡. We also assume in this problem that {pi}i=i are nonatomic probability measures. Dividing the object 3? fairly we are interested in giving the ¿th person a set Ai G 33 such that /¿¿(A¿) > a¿, for all i G I. Thus the definition of the a-optimal partition is correct.
A method of obtaining the a-optimal partition was given by Legut and Wilczyñ-ski [5] . Finally, we have the result of Elton et al. [3] [n-{M-I)]"1 < n~ V < n-^M. 
